
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of change management lead. To join our growing team, please review
the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for change management lead

Developing materials and deploy targeted change mgmt and communication
actions, including narrative/message map, FAQ, media response statements
and local/regional employee and appropriate external stakeholder
communications in alignment with the change mgmt and communications
strategy
Constructively challenging the status quo to improve effectiveness of
Communication strategies
Communication Plan on time Execution and Implementation
Identify key stakeholders, conduct stakeholder analysis to identify high level
impacts and change readiness, design activities to build business readiness,
monitor readiness, and modify/adapt as needed
Expertise in of the following data quality management, data governance,
data architecture and data science & analytics (beneficial)
Able to learn fast on the job
Skilled at an advanced or proficient level with Microsoft Office programs such
as Power Point and Excel in particular
Experienced in designing, developing and delivering learning materials,
developing training strategies and understanding different training methods
and channels (beneficial)
As a Client Onboarding Lead you will be
In charge of managing the onboarding process on the ALM platform and
others to be determined

Example of Change Management Lead Job
Description
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Good influencing
Superior computer skills, Sharepoint, Word, Excel, PowerPoint
Setting clear process definitions around the onboarding process and ensure
required communications is done with internal stakeholders including Sales &
Account Management teams
In charge of communicating the key platform functionality to internal
stakeholders and ensure a clear understanding of requirements across all
system components
Working with multiple internal & external stakeholders to ensure their needs
are understood and a path defined to ensure that expectations are
appropriately managed
Clearly communicate timelines and requirements for coordinating submission
of client onboarding requirements to the appropriate system stakeholders
and ensuring a detailed milestone plan leading up to successful execution &
delivery


